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Why Smart UX?
Many organizations using PeopleSoft share the same frustration—a User 
Experience (UX) that is not optimal for all your users. For example, back 
office Financials power users entering POs on their large screen desktop 
have very different needs than students using Campus Solutions self 
service enrollment on their mobile phones or HR staff using non-self-
service HCM transactions. All your users though now demand a modern 
UI that is simple and streamlined with mobile-ready compatibility with 
your current PeopleSoft operating environment. Smart UX transforms 
any PeopleSoft transaction into an easy-to-use, efficient and  
contemporary user experience, across Financials, Campus Solutions  
and HCM applications.

Simplified and Streamlined
Smart UX enables you to quickly add a modern mobile user experience 
to PeopleSoft for all your employees in a sleek mobile-responsive 
design. Especially for power users, the solution enhances standard 
business processes, tailoring to simplify complex transactions to meet 
your organization’s and user’s specific needs—providing the most 
efficient and easy-to-use experience possible. With Smart UX, only the 
fields your organization uses are displayed providing the utmost  
efficiency by hiding or defaulting all other fields.

PeopleSoft Financials and Supply Chain Management
Many heavyweight Financials and Supply Chain transactions, such as PO, Journal, Bill Entry and others 
containing hundreds of fields with multiple tabs will be transformed into more meaningful, easy-to-use 
transactions with Smart UX. For example, a standard complicated PO can be transformed into a very 
simple single page with all the tabs changed to links on the left side, a reduced number of fields on the 
right side and transactional push buttons underneath.

PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
With mobile phones and tablets the device of choice for most current students, Smart UX provides the 
ability to readily deploy any PeopleSoft Campus Solutions page as an easy-to-use, mobile-responsive, web 
application. Transform legacy Campus Solutions pages into a modern self-service, mobile-ready, application.

PeopleSoft Human Capital Management
For HCM, easily simplify and streamline any additional transactions in a mobile-friendly manner. Even more 
complicated HR personnel actions or non-self-service HCM transactions can now be readily deployed to 
mobile devices with a sleek modern user interface compatible with your other web applications.
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Easy to Implement
Smart UX makes enhancing any standard business 
process incredibly easy. To tailor business processes 
to meet your organization’s needs, whether to make 
them simpler or to add additional functionality, 
Smart UX accomplishes this through simple  
configurations, not complicated customizations.  
Business Users can readily simplify or extend any 
page. Any web developer can deploy the new 
page—no unique PeopleSoft skills required!

Scalable and Compatible
Smart UX enables all PeopleSoft transactions to 
scale and perform smoothly on all mobile devices.  
Even custom transactions and those “chatty”  
complex transactions that typically run poorly in a 
mobile browser perform like a native mobile platform 
application. And Smart UX is compatible with your 
current PeopleSoft operating environment, requiring 
no additional infrastructure or servers.

Readily Adapt PeopleSoft to Your Web Environment
Make PeopleSoft readily adapt to your standard web environment or portal. Smart UX uses open web 
standards and readily available resources/technology such as HTML 5 and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), not 
proprietary techniques, which means your web services team can deploy your applications, not hard-to-find 
and costly PeopleSoft resources. Easily transform standard as well as custom PeopleSoft transactions into 
contemporary mobile-responsive web applications.  

Self-Service Efficiency for All
With Smart UX, now any PeopleSoft transactions can be readily deployed with a modern, mobile-responsive, 
user interface bringing self-service efficiency and productivity to all PeopleSoft transactions and all different 
types of users from power users on desktops to infrequent casual users on mobile devices.

Our Philosophy
SmartERP believes in user interfaces that meet specific functional requirements, are easy to understand, 
visually appealing, fast and easy to use. Users should be able to accomplish desired tasks in a way that 
makes sense and is consistent with your organization’s business processes.
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Founded by Oracle/PeopleSoft veterans, Smart ERP Solutions® is a unique organization in the  
Enterprise Business Applications space providing innovative, cost-effective, and configurable solutions that efficiently 

extend the capabilities of ERP systems to meet specific business process needs. 
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